Dr. J. Shukla and his wife Anastasia Shukla.

The College of Science is also working with Elissa's friends and fellow alumni on a car celebration the kickoff of the Don Kelso Learning Pier Campaign.

Join Mason Science faculty, alumni, Dr. Kelso, his friends, and the Kelso family as we celebrate the kickoff of the Don Kelso Learning Pier Campaign.

In 2020, Shukla and his wife established the Jagadish and Anastasia Shukla AOES Fellowship Endowment to support graduate students pursuing their PhD in climate dynamics. It is among the largest philanthropic commitments ever made by a Mason Fellow to support graduate students pursuing their PhD in climate dynamics.

Dr. Shukla is a renowned Mason scientist recognized for his contribution to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that shared the Nobel Peace Prize with Vice President Al Gore.
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